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A
Over the past twenty years power systems and economic theory have merged to co‐design of an architecture
that can compe vely price and dispatch in real me generators power, so as to follow the random daily elec‐
tricity demand. The system is designed for reliability and to work with poor telemetry. For this reason electric‐
ity consump on is treated as being inflexible. Unfortunately, lack of control in the demand side con nues to
be the main bo leneck for using opportunis cally abundant renewable energy, without compromising relia‐
bility. Harnessing the benefits of responsive and controllable consump on requires new technologies
(hardware and so ware) for interac ng with customers and their appliances.
The talk describes the Aggregator problem, where Aggregators are the profit maximizing en es in charge for
managing large popula ons of appliances interac ng both with the customers as well as with the market. We
discuss the so called dynamic pricing and direct scheduling solu ons and provide medium grained models that
can be used for ex‐ante planning as well as for on‐line scheduling of large popula on of appliances, with com‐
munica ons and computa ons that scale for large popula ons. We also indicate how these models can be the
basis for oﬀering diﬀeren ated service tariﬀs, while preserving the individual customer privacy.
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